PRO-FORMANCE HARD GEL
This fabulous gel gives you strength
and any look desired.
We offer a class that teaches how this
line works including advanced sculpting
and design. The almond shaping, stilletto,
and camoflauge design brings more elegance
and versatility to your work. This class
includes a $200 kit. Both UV/LED cure.
Class $200+ gst ____________________
We have a unique 2 day class that is
our signature format that is designed from
Michelle’s extensive nail career and training.
We compile and share so much information
in 2 days including: tips n overlays, prep,
dremel, sculpting, reverse french, nail biters,
fills, use of forms, basic design, color, full
product knowledge, filing, marketing, setup,
application, shaping and technique. The class
is geared to the experience so many people
revisit to work on other areas each time.
This is hands on with a model so the nail
technician is able to have some one on one
instruction also in the afternoon. Class
$400+gst (includes $200 kit)
This class is essential to newcomers to
Akzentz from other training facilities or
when you are switching lines or out of
practice and reentering the industry.
________________________________

Aurora Beauty has proudly been with Akzentz as a local distributor for over 15 years. We have
watched the company grow from a small line of 6 products to the beautiful extensive line it is today
featured in many countries of the world and a top contender in the nail industry. We partner with
Akzentz as a like minded business where education and support is priority along with the
unquestionable quality and performance.
Luxio gel polish is high shine, beautiful pigment, strength and versatile for the manicure and
pedicure. This pure gel is durable and fabulous to use as a technician. Lots of color to choose from
with sparkles, solid colors and with its own base and gloss. Akzentz comes out with new colors each
season. We also offer a class for this product $200+ gst including $200 kit where you learn the
application and art techniques to customize your looks easily in your salon. This class is open to any
professional that has taken manicure pedicure training. Step by step fun, creativity and learning.
Layer the colors, mix the colors or add gel powder to Luxio.
1. Prep the nail with buffer block removing shine. Disinfect.
2. Apply Sure Bond if needed. Apply base and cure 30/2:00.
3. Apply first thin layer of color and cure 30/2:00.
4. Apply second thin layer of color and cure 30/2:00.
5. Apply gloss and cure 30/2:00.
6. Clean with Prep n Wipe. Use cuticle oil.
7. Removal with the foil wrap and Soak off or Enviro.

Akzentz developed their Soak off system in the beginning to give the technician the nails that
have more flexibility and soak off. This system introduced color to us slowly over the years and the
different ways we now sculpt nails. The Soak off system has a new arrival CRYSTAL CLEAR which is
loved by everyone as always with amazing results. We offer a specific class that teaches how to use
this system expanding your skill set and tools. The Options colors are all soak off and work within
the system to create the style of nail you want. Whether you still prefer traditional french or
customized with softness or sculpt with clear and finish with limitless color choices. The Options has a
vast array of colors including fine sparkles, medium sparkles, chunky sparkles, frosts, brights,
opalessence, pastels, shimmers, cremes and rich tones. They can be mixed, layered and used with gel
powder for 3D art. They come out with new colors each season and bring such creativity to our work.
In the class you also learn techniques to do art using this product with a sculpted nail. This class also
includes $200 worth of product. Class $200+gst ______________________________________

The Gel Play series was introduced to give the nail technician
more artistic freedom in design. This product is the most pigmented
therefore is thicker and gives paint abilities whether you are doing
lines, design, portraits, shapes, watercolor or creating more of a
matte solid back ground. Akzentz adds new colors each season
and has created a palette that you can use for your colllection.
Also we have beautiful brushes to get the looks you are going for.
We have a class that also teaches the techniques with this product
and includes $200 worth to play with. Class $200+gst ___________
Each product that Akzentz developes brings a different look
and feel to your work giving you so many tools to create anything you
can think up.
The Gel powder is added to our soak off products to give us the
3D capability of flowers, shapes, designs and texture to any look.
The Shine On is a dispersion free top shine coat for any product.
The Matte On is for the matte finish look.
The Lights Out is for glow in the dark effect.
The Glitter Me is for creating your own glitter gel to work with.
The Bling On is for crystals and embellishments to adhere.

Aurora Beauty supports the Crystal Culture craze that Gina the lead educator from Akzentz
developed with Swarovski a few years ago. The designs are made to be a practical way that the nail
technician can apply nail couture that is classy, high quality and pre packaged so you can make
money while giving the client a unique design that they choose that is reusable and addictive. This
jewelry for the nails is so beautiful once everyone sees it they want it. This is an extension of their
existing jewelry. Elegant, simplistic and using the real Swarovski Crystals. We offer a class that
teaches the technique of application, the basic design and art of serious bling. We also add in some
gel art design ideas using Akzentz as your backdrop for your crystals.
The class includes a catana and small kit - $399+gst. Be recognized
for this skill and bling your clients and salon. Your creativity will
soar and you will make more money. ________________________

